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A Complex Continued Fraction Transformation and Its Ergodic Properties 
Shigeru Tanaka, Tsuda College, Tokyo, Japan 
A number of complex continued fraction algorithms are considered in order to 
discuss approximation theorems for complex numbers. Among them the essential 
types of algorithms are that of A. Hurwitz and that of R. Kaneiwa, I. Shiokawa and 
J. Tamura. Metrical properties of these algorithms were treated by H. Nakada and 
I. Shiokawa. 
In this paper we introduce a new complex continued fraction algorithm and 
investigate metrical properties of this algorithm. 
Let us define a transformation T on the domain X = {z = xa + yCz; -½ <-x, y <~ ½} 
(a = l+ i )  by Tz= 1 /z - [1 /Z] l  where [z]l denotes [x+½]a +[y+½]d for a complex 
number z = xa + y& This map T induces a continued fraction expansion of z c X, 
l a  I l a  2 la  3 
where each ai is of the form nee + mc~ for some integers n and m. 
Our main results are the following: 
Theorem 1. T has an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure Ix, and we 
can determine the explicit form of the density function of this invariant measure. 
Theorem 2. T is ergodic with respect o tx. 
Theorem 3. The entropy of the system (T, IX) is equal to the value -4  ix  log[zl dix(z). 
On Maximal and Distributional Coupling 
Hermann Thorisson, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden 
A simple construction of maximal coupling is given by way of a distributional 
coupling concept. 
2.6. Stable processes and measures 
Stable Processes and Stable Measures 
Dong M. Chung, Sognag University, Seoul, Korea 
In this paper, for the function spaces C[a, b], Cn[a, b] and AC[a, b] it is shown 
that if a stable process with paths in these function spaces is given, there exists a 
stable measure on the function spaces which is induced by the given process. 
